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SNTS AG Ltd notes that for ASI 1 the route and itinerary were altered on the morning of the ASI.
This was allegedly due to a weight limit on a bridge in Snailwell. Weight limits on commercial
vehicles do not apply to coaches or buses and school buses use this route regularly. The effect of
the last minute change was to delay the ASI due to heavy traffic on the A14 but also to miss out
important elements of the ASI.

We request that for further ASI there are no last minute changes except for circumstances
outside reasonable control.

We also request that the itinerary for ASI2 be amended to not return to Red Lodge via Fordham
and instead return via Freckenham where more of the development can be seen.

We note on the draft itinerary for the East A visit on the morning of 2nd Nov that there are a
couple of viewpoints that we would like you to consider stopping at along the suggested route:

- Pausing at the bridge at the Four Cross junction, which has an open view of the Eastern past of
the East A site, including the BESS and substation compounds, from its elevated position.
- Include a brief stop at Sheldrick's Rd (not too far from the Ark Church and the plane crash site).
This is the main route into and out of the Eastern side of Isleham, and is well used recreationally
(dog walkers, cyclist, joggers etc) as well as by motorists.

We note also that you intend to visit River Lark and the view over East A site from the point near
the Judes Ferry pub/ West Row. We would encourage you to also visit the Isleham Marina
residential area, and the River Lark footpaths accessed from here. The riverbanks in this area are
raised, easily accessed on foot and by bike etc and have an open vista over the East Site A
development, including historical features. The Marina is made up of around 116 lodges (approx
70% permanently occupied) and around 150 boats (approx 50-60% permanently occupied), and
the residents here use the surrounding waterways and riverbanks on a routine basis, as do other
locals and visitors. We appreciate this may not be possible for this particular site visit, but
perhaps it could be considered if a further ASI is arranged.


